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Abstract. Ganga, the job-management system (http://cern.ch/ganga), developed
as an ATLAS- LHCb common project, offers a simple, efficient and consistent user
experience in a variety of heterogeneous environments: from local clusters to global
Grid systems. Ganga helps end-users to organise their analysis activities on the Grid
by providing automatic persistency of the job’s metadata. A user has full access to the
job history including their configuration and input/output. It is however important
that users can see a single environment for developing and testing algorithms locally
and for running on large data samples on the Grid. The tool allows for some basic
monitoring and a steadily increasing number of users of more than 300 users have been
confirmed, both in HEP, as well as in non-HEP applications. The paper will introduce
the Ganga philosophy, the Ganga architecture and current and future strategy.
1. Introduction
Submitting jobs to the Grid is a nontrivial task for the average non-technical user. It
requires the user to
• write a wrapper script to set up his job
• manage the in- and outputs of the job
• write a JDL to steer the jobs
• monitor the progress, success or failure of his jobs
At the same time, the Grid may not be the only computational resource available to
the user. He may have access to a large local batch farm, or he might simply want to
run his job locally on his desktop machine for testing reasons. In all these cases, the way
to run a job is slightly different and requires the user to learn a multitude of commands
and techniques instead of being able to concentrate on analysis he wants to perform.
This paper will introduce the job management and optimising tool Ganga, which
attempts to address most of these problems2.In the context of the LHCb experiment, a
typical workflow will be discussed and will show how the average physicist can carry out
an anlysis using the Grid and other resources with little or no knowledge of the different
1 for the Ganga Development Team
2 A more detailed description of Ganga is currently in preparation [1]
resources he is using. In the context of a generic application, presenting a Lattice QCD
project as an example, Ganga’s flexibility is shown to be usable out of the box without
any further customisation.
2. Concept and Architecture
Ganga is high level tool written in Python [7]. Current versions of Ganga are
available under the GNU Public Licence [2]. Ganga acts as a frontend to submission
Figure 1. The concept ff a Ganga job. Users are required to specify at least an
application to run and a backend, where to run.
Figure 2. The overall architecture of Ganga. The user interacts eith theGanga Public
Interface via the GUI, the command line interface or scripts. Plug-ins are provided for
different application types and backends where the applications can run. All jobs are
persisted in the repository.





j2=j.copy() # make a copy of the last job
j2.backend=LSF(queue=?8nm?) # submit to LSF
j2.submit()
j3=j.copy()
j3.backend=LCG() # run on the Grid
j3.submit()
Figure 3. Example of three Hello-World jobs submitted to the local machine, a batch
system and the LCG Grid.
of computational intensive jobs to a variety of submission backends. These backends
include batch systems such as
• LSF and Condor [3]
• Grid systems like LCG [4] or NorduGrid [5]
• Workload management systems for the Grid such as DIRAC [12].
These backends are provided as plugins allowing Ganga to be extended. Similarly,
Ganga allows the use of specialised application plugins which give a high-level of
customisation to a community of users. Note though that it is not necessary to write an
application plugin to use Ganga, a default generic Executable handler is available for
any application. Examples of application handlers are handlers for the Root [6] plugin
as well a specialised plugins for the ATLAS and LHCb communities.
Ganga exposes to the user a public API called the Ganga Public Interface (GPI)
which he can access via either a Graphical User Interface (GUI), a Command Line
Interface (CLI) or by writing scripts and using Ganga as the script interpreter. Since
Ganga scripts are python scripts, the entire power of the python language is available
for creating complex tasks. Yet the user is not obliged to be a python expert. In tutorials
new users typically learn the necessary syntax within the first 30 minutes.
One of the purposes of Ganga is to be backend agnostic. This means that wherever
possible, the user should not have to deal with the different concepts, philosophies and
strategies of different submission backends, The emphasis is on the user not having to
know the various underlying commands necessary to submit a jobs. A job run on his local
machine should be just as simple as running a job on the Grid. this is demonstatrated in
Figure 3, where a simple Hello, World job is submitted to different submission backends.
Finally, Ganga keeps a record of of the jobs created and submitted by the user,









Figure 4. Example of a Gaudi job. The user has to specify the application name, its
version, the options file to be used and the algorithm to be used. The job is split into
subjobs using 5 input files per subjob.
jobs in between sessions. Manipulations include being able to submit, kill, resubmit,
copy and delete jobs. The repository is updated by a monitoring loop which queries the
backend for the status of the user’s jobs and updates the status or triggers actions based
on the state transition. For example, a job that changes into a completed state triggers
the retrieval of the registered outputs from the submission backend. Figure 2 gives an
overview of the Ganga architecture.
3. Example Usage of Ganga
3.1. Use Case Scenario for an LHCb Physicist
The LHCb physicist normally performs his data analysis in one of the applications
within the Gaudi [11] framework. Currently there are four concrete applications derived
from this framework, which are used to generate (Gauss), digitise (Bool), reconstruct
(Brunel) and analyse (DaVinici) events. While the latter two applications will be
used for both real and Monte Carlo data, the former two applications are only used
for simulated data. From a technical point of view running these applications are all
very similar and the term Gaudi application is used as place holder for any of the four
concrete applications.
The user prepares and writes his own C++ code normally called an Algorithm to be
loaded into the running application as shared libraries. In addition a text file called an
options file is used to steer the application, load additional algorithms, transmit values
to algorithms, declare in- and output file is used.
In order to to run his job a user has to set up a runtime environment by using the code
management tool CMT. Once the environment is set up he can run his application by
specifying the application name with the options file name as an argument. He will have
to take care of setting up the environment, making sure that he knows where his output
file will be located and how to retrieve it (in the case of the Grid). At the same time if in
the meantime the user changes his algorithm by recompiling the code, it is not guaranteed
that the code eh intended to run is the code he actually is running. In addition, if the
the job is long, the user can profit from running several jobs in parallel. For this he
then has to specify several jobs options files with different input data file statements.
On top of this he has to check and validate all the running jobs himself. Ganga allows
the user to considerably simplify this task. Through a specialised application plug-in
for LHCb applications, Ganga allows the user to simply specify the name and version
of the application, the options file to be used and the location of the algorithm to be
included(See Figure 4 as an example). Since the Ganga Gaudi plug-in is aware of how
to configure and run an LHCb application several tasks can be performed for the user.
First of all Ganga though the Gaudi plug-in knows how to set up the environment
for an LHCb job. Next, by parsing the options file, Ganga’s Gaudi application plug-in
can determine in- and output files and can register these files as in- and outputs of part
of the job. With the knowledge of the algorithm to be used, Ganga can determine the
shared libraries to be copied to a different location, enabling the user to immediately
continue his development work once he has submitted the job. This also allows to replay
the job exactly as submitted at a later point, either for verification purposes, or more
frequently to resubmit jobs that have crashed or did not run successfully at the chosen
backend. Finally, since Ganga is aware of the input data to be used, it is able to
split the job based on various criteria into a list of subjobs that are then submitted
independently. In order to save space and resources, only the differences between the
jobs are stored in the subjob sandbox, whereas the master job has all the sandbox files
commonly used in all jobs. A merge tool allows to subsequently merge results of the
subjobs into one single result file. Ganga therefore simplifies considerably of an LHCb
physicist wanting to perform analysis on either a batch or Grid system and allows to
incrementally develop his analysis.
3.2. Use Case Scenario Lattice QCD
In contrast to the previous section, the example for calculating the phase transition of
quark gluon plasma3 using Lattice QCD techniques does not depend on any specific
Ganga application plug-in. Instead the standard Executable handler is used to submit
jobs.
The workflow of the application is outlined in Figure 5. The application binary
(≈ 0.7 Mb) reads a file containing the description of the space time lattice (≈ 1.2 Mb)
to be investigated. Of these space time lattices 21 different versions exist, all describing
slightly different physical conditions. In addition a configuration file (<1 Kb) is read
which drives the application. Within this configuration file only two free parameters
are of interest. The total sandbox size for the entire job is therefore less than 2 Mb.
Since the result improves with the number of iteration performed and since the result is
saved in the space time lattice (and some very small result files) it makes sense to run
the application for as long as possible without having to care on the queue length of
the batch system the job is running on. Therefore the decision was taken to run in an
infinite loop and to regularly send back results to a simple XMLRPC server. This allows
3 Quarks are confined at low temperature, but become deconfined at high temperature. This change of
behaviour can be a rapid, but analytic crossover, or a genuine phase transition, depending on the quark
mass. The quark masses chosen by nature are larger than the critical values needed for a phase transition.
We have studied the effect of a small chemical potential on the latter, and have strong indications that the
critical quark masses decrease, contrary to common expectations. This finding pushes the critical point
of QCD, where the chemical potential turns the crossover into a phase transition, to larger values than
previously believed. Finding this critical point, which is a major goal of heavy-ion collider experiments,












Figure 5. The workflow of the Lattice QCD applications. The binary reads one of 21
different space time lattices and a configuration file with basically two free parameters.
After a step has been performed, the new improved space time lattice is written out.
The new lattice then acts as input for the next step.
the script which runs on the worker-node to be very simple and to make sure that if a
job gets killed, the last result is still available. Since results where sent back every hour,
on average a job would only waste 30 minutes wall time if getting killed due to resource
exhaustion.
The job itself is easily splitable into 21 subjobs, one for each of the 21 space time
lattices. Together with the two free parameters in the configuration file a large number
of jobs can be sent in parallel and later be merged into a final result. For the splitting the
Ganga’s built-in ArgSplitter was used which splits jobs based on a list of arguments,
one subjob per list of arguments.
With this strategy around 450 jobs were submitted using Ganga to both the LCG





































































Figure 6. Distributoin of top level domains of the sites and the distribution of processors
used for the lattice QCD application. Note the log scale in the processor distribution
plot.
used. The jobs ran for about one week, after which they were killed through Ganga.
Within this week the result from more than 30 CPU year could be harvested. A subset
of these results have been used for presentation in conferences [10]. The jobs ran on
more than 50 sites, with a majority of jobs running on fast Intel Xeon processors (see
Figure 6).
4. Conclusions
Ganga is versatile tool and front end for the management and submission of jobs to
Grid and batch systems. Although originating in High Energy Physics, Ganga has
been used in a variety of other non-HEP applications. While Ganga can be customised
using application plug-ins to facilitate frequently used application, Ganga ican also be
employed, without any modification, as shown in the Lattice QCD example. The simple
backend agnostic approach allows users with little or no Grid experience to use the Grid
and batch systems depending on the size of their computational tasks. It fosters the
iterative approach to develop and analysis by testing an application locally, then moving
on to larger samples using batch systems and finally moving to the Grid for the final
analysis. It is also a popular tool for Grid submission with an estimated user base of
more than 1000 users (as of October 2007) [9].
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